Why Blood Test Analysis is
Essential for Optimal Health
Wouldn’t you like to know where you stand in the big health picture? Blood tests are a
good way to catch red flags early, before they even become “pink flags”. Detailed computer
reports can help analyze trends before they manifest into full-blown problems showing up
out of lab ranges.
When you are exposed to “Optimal Values” and not just upper and lower limits of full
blown disease, you are able to assess concerns that have been “flying under the radar”.
Extensive testing beyond the typical blood test can uncover a bigger health picture; for
instance, a typical blood test will not flag glucose until it reaches 100 (some labs won’t flag
it till it reaches 110!), whereas catching it in the 90’s is proactive and can increase optimal
health!
Nutritional supplement recommendation can establish a protocol for improving values.
Your practitioner has a program that will analyze in detail, provide optimal ranges, and
suggest the nutritional protocol best suited to individual needs based on unbiased lab values.

Take Glucose as an Example:
Diabetes and hyperglycemia is rampant in the US. Most labs will not flag glucose until it reaches at
least 100 (on one lab result where the patient’s glucose was 109, the lab range upper limit was 110, and
there was no indication that glucose levels were much less than ideal.)
However, catching glucose when it is out of optimal range, in the 90’s, allows focus on attention to
decreasing the glucose levels. Additionally, and very importantly, Snapshots in time of glucose
readings don’t catch reactive hypoglycemia!!! More testing is indicated to get a true picture of what
the blood sugar has been OVER TIME. Many people with single low blood sugar readings are low on
the day they are tested, but with reactive hypoglycemia, can go dangerously high on other days.
Dr. Oz pointed out a recent Japanese study looking at high blood sugar. Scientists reported that having
diabetes doubled the risk for Alzheimer’s, but what was REALLY interesting about the study is that
they found that if people had lab values that were over 92 (optimal range is 75-89) the risk was still
increased!!! Brain insulin resistance is an early and common feature of Alzheimer’s, but the recent
research indicates that elevated blood sugar out of the optimal range, but not necessarily out of the lab
range, needs attention if we are to optimize our health outlook.

Talk to your practitioner today about
optimizing your health outlook!
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